
Mourning Thymes 
Mourning Thymes is a support group for widows while providing leadership skills. 

Adriana Corral , UX/UI Designer

This is how the journey started...

My very first funeral service as a funeral director was for a young widow with four kids 
burying her husband, shot six times.  Since then, I’ve been passionate about learning about 
grief, bereavement, and providing services for this underrepresented population.  



However, through the years I realized that the gap between funeral homes, resources, and 
families were apparent.  Realizing that the lack of resources and aftercare for young widows, 
in particular, were lacking.  Speaking to widows made me realize I need to fulfill this gap. 
There had to be more comprehensive support groups for your widows?



My long-term curiosity started my journey creating a program with practical results - 
Leadership Development.  With my struggles finding a career, I want to help and create an 
app for young widows to support each other and empower themselves through leadership 
skills, resources, and networking.



I conducted a competitor analysis to develop a stronger marketing strategy and identify gaps in the market.  As of June 2021 I 
have not located an app that is specific to young widows and leadership development.  This analysis includes the competitiors 
profile, service offerings, uniques qualities, SWOT profile, UX/UI design, content, accesibility, design, and performance quality.  
Based on the analysis, I sketched seveal simple but practical features which will defin Mourning Thymes - Leadership Training 
and Funeral Director search.



Mourning Thymes core features
 Leadership Development (online and self-study
 Customizeable profile page to include posts, questions, topics, and discussions
 Ability to speak and learn about funeral directors  

New York Life 
Foundation	

National 
Alliance for 

Grieving 
Children 

GriefShare

Modern Loss

Competitor List 

Welcoming and easy to use  
Feels informative and provides lots of 
information on the landing page

Easy to navigate

Filled with great information                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
Easy to find app download                                                            

Family friendly and community friendly 

First impressions for the desktop version were 
Outstanding

+ Fun and easy to use 



Engaging animations

Clear branding

Website interaction and features were outstanding

Engaging animations (same as desktop)

App can be downloaded and easily found                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

Comprehensive brand identity    

                                                                                                                                                          

Infomative and educational  TONE  + Strong brand 
identity, including colors, font, style, motion, imagery, 
and photography
Key information is present

Great menu items with graphics

Easy to find information about grief 

Ability to create account and easy to navigate 

Clear color scheme and art direction

Friendly and religious 

Strengths

Unsure if they provide leadership/empowerment classes

Simple and informative

Targets NGO's

Not a clear 'tab' for widows 

Hard to located resources and classes

Unclear where to locate resources      

Accesiblity needs improvement (website only available in English)

Unsure if they provide leadership/empowerment classes

Targets NGO's

Not a clear 'tab' for widows 

Hard to located resources and classes

Unclear where to locate resources  
The accesiblity needs improvement( website only available in English)

Hard to change language

Lots of information to read 

No search bar 

No specific icon for young widows  

No icon for accesibility

No language translator

Weakness

New York Life Foundation	

National Alliance for Grieving Children 

GriefShare

Modern Loss

Competitor List 

Online grief resource which offers articles, expert tips, personal stories and 
local resources for families, educators and community members.

NGO that raises awareness about the needs of children and teens who are 
grieving a death and provides education and resources for anyone who 
supports them. 

Grief group of people who will walk alongside you through one of life’s most 
difficult experiences.

Candid conversation about grief. Beginners welcome.


Service Offering

National foundation for the bereaved population - 
offering  free materials 

National NGO targeting families and children - Can 
become a grief facilitator and provides camps 

Bereaved for religious individuals - Thousands of  
support groups meet weekly around the world. Visit or 
join a group at anytime.



Resources, Ides to explore your own loss, articles, 
networking, events, stories, and books. 

Unique Feature

Surveys & 
Interviews 

01
02

Interviewed 25 young widows (20 - 45 yrs old)

Emailed a survey and conducted a phone interview to collect 
both quantitative and qualitative data 

Introduction:


Thank you for taking the time to participate in our survey and help us better understand 

 their needs, fears, goals and pain points.  This survey was produced by 

Adriana Corral of Mourning Thymes in order to collect data for developing a leadership training 

program for widows. Please answer the next few questions with honesty and sincerity. Take 

note that there are no wrong or right answers. We are merely interested in your experiences as 

a young widow, the challenges you face, and ways your experience can be improved.



We'll keep this short and sweet!

Mourning Thymes,

This survey should take approximately  to complete.[INSERT ACCESSED TIME FOR COMPLETION]

We assure you that we will keep your answers with the strictest confidentiality and will only be 

utilized in research purposes. We will not link your responses to your name or any other 

information that might identify you, and you will not receive any advertisements, promotions, or 

sales materials based on your participation in this survey.



So let’s begin!

General questions
Something about you:

 What is your age?

Prefer not to disclose

 What is your occupation?

What is your gender?

Male
Female
Prefer not to disclose
Other

 What is your education level?

Elementary school

Highschool

Bachelor degree

Master degree

Phd

What is your family status?

Single

Without children

With children

Prefer not to disclose

Other

Lets get more personal:

What is your opinion on funeral homes?

How often do you worry about your future without your companion?

How would you rate your interest in Leadership Training  on a scale from 1 to 10?

What are your concerns being a new widow?

What do you do online:

 How do you spend your time online?

Reading emails

Reading the news

On social media

For work

Watching videos

Purchasing things and services

Other

What social media platforms do you use the 

most?

Facebookk

Twitterr

Instagram

You Tube

Tumblr

Pinterest

Reddit

Linkedin

Other

Which of these devices do you use most often?

Mobile phone

Wearable tech

Laptop

 What are your most frequently used 

apps for ?bereavement resources

How do you research online: 

Do you participate in the fllowing?

Reading emails

Reading the news

Search engines

Ads seen on TV

Recommendations from friends/family

Ads seen online

TV shows/films

Brand/product websites

Comments on social media

Ads seen on mobile or tablet apps

Consumer review sites

In-store product display or promotions

What social media platforms do you use the 

most?

What most influences your research habits?

TV advertising

Radio advertising

Newspaper/magazine advertising

Online advertising

Outdoor/transit advertising

NGO’s

Funeral Homes

Friends

Other: ________________________________________________

What motivates you:

How do you decide to gain leadership development skills?

What is your biggest problem with locating leadership skills for widows?

How did you try to solve the lack of resouces for widows?

Why do you think that solution did not work?

How did the solution not working made you feel?

What troubles you the most about funeral homes?

What do you fear most about becoming head of household?

How are you currently coping with your grief?

What tools or services are you using to ?cope with your grief

What troubles you the most about those tools or services?

If you could change one thing about the way you currently grief do what would it be?

Have you considered other tools or services for leadership development?

Where did you look for new tools or services for leadership development?


What made you not choose one of those other tools or services for leadership development?

Would you like to do a Leadership Development Training specific for widows as a self-study course?

What would make you recommend Mouring Thymes  to a friend?

Introduction:


Hello, my name is Adriana Corral  Thank you for deciding to talk to us about your grief and search of resources and support.

This research is organized by Mourning Thymes in order to bridge the gap between funeral homes and after-care. Relax, don’t be nervous, there are 

no right or wrong answers here. We would just like to get your honest thoughts and opinions about locating support with leadership skills. 



Are you comfortable? 



OK, let's get started.

[Provide context here on the purpose of the research, special considerations, of the sessions, and why the person’s involvement will benefit him or 

her (such as helping the public, improving a resource he/she will use, etc.]

User Interview Questions

Can you describe how you first staring searching for support?

When you are in experiencing grief, how do you find support?

Tell me about the last time you found support you liked?  How did that make you feel?

What’s your relationship like with the funeral home?

How did the funeral home assis in after-care? 

How much time do you typically spend on grieving?

What do you like about how you currently seek support?

Problem awareness

100%
Would like leadership skills





The design logO reflects Mourning thymes  brand philosophy: simple, professional, minimal, AND REFINED.  iT FEATURES 

Oregano and Bitter TYPEFACE AND BECAUSE IT IS ALREADY SIMPLE IN STYLE AND APPEARANCE, IT WILL BE USED AS THE PRIMARY AND ONLY 

LOGO, WITH NO SECONDARY STYLES TO USE IN ITS PLACE.

 uSE LOGO WITH ADDED PICTURE WITH OUR PRIMARY COLOR PIN

 USE LOGO WITH NO PICTURE AND ON TOP OF OUR MAIN COLOR PINK, OPACITY MAY VAR

 DO NOT USE LOGO AGAINT ANY COLOR OTHER THAN WHAT IS STATED ABOVE

 DO NOT ROTATE, SQUASH, STRETCH, OR RE-SIZE ANY PARTS OF THE LOGO   

              




BLACK DARKEST DARKER DEFAULT LIGHTER LIGHTEST WHITE

Colors
typography

Header

Typeface: Oregano


Regular        Bold         Semi-Bold


Aa          Bb           Cc          Dd          


68 size font 

48 size font

Body
Typeface: Bitter


Regular        Bold         Semi-Bold 


Aa          Bb           Cc          Dd  

36 size font

24 size font



Imagery

sophisticated

diverse

Professional

Iconography

Independent Team player

Messy Organized

Busy Time rich

Analytical Creative

Introvert Extrovert

Label

Placeholder

Caption or warning for this form field

Label

Placeholder

Caption or warning for this form field

Label

Placeholder

Caption or warning for this form field

Label

Placeholder

Caption or warning for this form field

Headline

Caption 00:00

Second line of text in here for this 
card element or component.

Second line of text in here for this 
card element or component.

Large title

ActionBlock





Paper Wireframe





Member Profile

Creating a profile is fast and easy, requirung


 minimal information from the user and the



 ability to receive notifications.


Setting up a profile is optional, so users can 



review posts and classes if they do not wish to


 provide their personal information.



Items to Bring 

A similar layout is featured on the forum 



screen, allowing users to select topic or search



 by key words.





Adding topics and comments to the posts is 



simple and intuitive.  A  list of topics display a 



simple and user friendly navigation. 

Users have the ability to view funeral homes and funeral 





directors.  Providing and interactive way to communicate with





 the funeral  director can  help users quickly understand the 





role of a funeral director and seek the right fit for their  wishes.

Funeral 



      Director



         Search

FORUM



After purchasing the course , users are taken to 




a prompt requiring a password.  Once the 




password is entered, users are directly taken to 




the home screen.





Course, member profile, and forum are




displayed here in a neat and minimal grid




layout to attract users who are looking for
 


inspirations.

Home





Conclusion

Thank you!
Questions?

Images: Unsplash




Adriana Corral

 crafty3679@gmail.com 

This project was a great opportunity for me to understand user experience and user interaction.  I gained a lot of knowledge about the fie;d by creating a 
response web app from begining to end.  It was a journey full of bummps, challenges, and a great time.  I truly emjoyed learning more about myself and from 
other young widows.  It’s j ust the begining of my life and I still have a long ways to go.  


